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This specification covers the requirements for spring probe miniature CPCs in wire–to–wire free–hanging
application. The connectors consist of a plug assembly and receptacle assembly. The connectors are available
in a shell size 8 having 4 contact positions. Each connector contains solder cup contacts for wire termination.
The connectors are designed to accept a strain relief assembly which can be used if the wires are subject to
strain. The strain relief assembly is available separately in a right–angle or vertical configuration.

When corresponding with personnel, use the terminology provided in this specification to facilitate your
inquiries for information. Basic terms and features of this product are provided in Figure 1.

Figure 1
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The plug assembly features a housing which contains male contacts and a locking ring. The housing is
embossed with an alignment dot, and the locking ring is embossed with a positive lock indicator (arrow) and an
alignment dot.

The receptacle assembly features a housing which contains female contacts. Each female contact has a piston
which contains a spring. The housing also contains a wire entry seal, retainer seal, and peripheral seal. These
seals prevent elements from entering the cavities and housing. The housing is embossed with an alignment dot
and a positive lock indicator (arrow).

The cavities of each connector are marked on the mating face and the wire end to aid in proper circuit
connection. Before engaging the connectors, the alignment dots are used for proper alignment. When
engaged, the locking ring must be rotated to fully mate and lock the connector together.
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Revisions to this application specification include:

� Updated document to corporate requirements
� Modified Paragraph 2.5
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Reference Product Base Part Number 1877157 and Product Code H314 are representative of spring probe
miniature CPCs. Use of these numbers will identify the product line and expedite your inquiries through a
service network established to help you obtain product and tooling information. Such information can be
obtained through a local Representative or, after purchase, by calling PRODUCT INFORMATION at the
number at the bottom of page 1.
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Customer Drawings for product part numbers are available from the service network. If there is a conflict
between the information contained in the Customer Drawings and this specification or with any other technical
documentation supplied, call PRODUCT INFORMATION at the number at the bottom of page 1.
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Association of Connecting Electronics Industries (IPC)–S–815, “General Requirements for Soldering Electronic
Interconnections,” provides guidelines for establishing quality soldering for solder cup contacts.
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Product Specifications (108–series) provide product performance and test information. Documents available
which pertain to this product are:

108–1943 Spring Probe Connector
108–2280 Mini–CPC Spring Probe Connector System
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There is no instructional material available for this product.
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Do not stack product shipping containers so high that the containers buckle or deform.
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The connector housing, locking ring, and retainer seal are made of high temperature thermoplastic, UL94–V–0.
Each contact body is made of brass plated with gold over nickel. The contact spring is made of stainless steel.
The wire entry seal (yellow or white) and peripheral seal (gray) are made of elastomer.
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Prolonged exposure to ultraviolet light may deteriorate the chemical composition used in product material.
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Product should remain in the shipping containers until ready for use to prevent deformation to
components. Product should be used on a first in, first out basis to avoid storage contamination that could
adversely affect performance.
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Do not store product near any chemical listed below as they may cause stress corrosion cracking in the
components.

Alkalies Ammonia Citrates Phosphates Citrates Sulfur Compounds
Amines Carbonates Nitrites Sulfur Nitrites Tartrates
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The contacts will accept solid or stranded wire with an individual wire size range of 30 through 20 AWG. The
strain relief assemblies will accommodate cable having with an insulation diameter range of 0.89 through 2.39
[.035 through .110]. Proper strip length is necessary to properly solder the wire onto the contact. The strip
length of the wire is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2
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The contact cavities of the connectors are marked on the mating face and wire end of the connectors as
shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3
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Solder all wire leads to contacts according to the following:

1. The soldering surface must be clean and free of any contaminants.

2. Wire lead and interior of the contact solder cup must be fluxed prior to soldering using a mildly active
rosin. Flux must be compatible with manufacturing, safety, and health guidelines.

3. The solder cup must be full with the solder contained inside the cup. Refer to Figure 4.

4. Soldered connections must be cleaned with a suitable alcohol–water rinse to remove flux and solder
residue.

Figure 4
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When bending or forming wires, hold the wire bundle at least 6.35 [.250] beyond the back of the housing before
bending in any direction. Wires must remain perpendicular to the connector and avoid an excessively sharp
bend radius.

If the wires are subject to strain, the strain relief assembly should be used to prevent damage to the wires,
contacts, and housing. The strain relief must be slid over the wires and threaded onto the connector. The
clamp must be pressed into either slot at the rear of the strain relief until it locks into place. The clamping area
is adjustable from 0.76 mm2 to 15.8 mm2. Pliers can be used to press the clamp into the desired clamping
position. Refer to Figure 5.
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Figure 5
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The dimension needed to ensure full mating of connectors must be considered when determining location.
The mated dimension of the connectors is provided in Figure 6.

Figure 6
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1. The mating faces of the receptacle assembly and plug assembly must face each other with the
alignment dots aligned (the locking ring of the plug assembly can be rotated to align the second dot).
Refer to Figure 7.

2. The mating face of the receptacle assembly must be inserted into the mating face of the plug
assembly, then the locking ring must be rotated until the positive lock indicators (arrows) align.
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Figure 7
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The connectors must be unmated by rotating the locking ring until the connectors disconnect, align the
alignment dots, then pull the connectors straight apart. To avoid damage to the soldered connections, DO NOT
pull the wires.
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These products are not repairable. Defective or damaged components must not be used. A terminated
component must not be re–used by removing the wires.
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Spring probe miniature CPCs do not require agency approval.
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No tooling is required for assembly or application of these connectors.
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The illustration below shows a typical application of spring probe miniature CPCs. This illustration should be
used by production personnel to ensure a correctly applied product. Applications which DO NOT appear
correct should be inspected using the information in the preceding pages of this specification.
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FIGURE 8. VISUAL AID
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